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ABOUT
CITYKIDZ
Our Mission:
We exist to increase resiliency
and inspire BIG dreams for
Canadian children living in lowincome communities by providing
inspirational experiences and
nurturing personal relationships,
one child at a time.
Our Big Dream:
That one day, in the not so distant
future, we will see the end of child
poverty in Canada and every child
would have equal opportunity to
thrive, to dream big and to reach
their full potential.
Our Values:
We are a people of faith,
a community of hope, and
servants of love.

DONOR
SPOTLIGHT

Alanna’s request.
We tend to receive Barbies in abundance
through our Toy Drive. Aerospace
Engineer Barbie? Check. Equestrian
Barbie with a horse that neighs? You
betcha. Barbie convertible? We’ve got
two. But a Barbie DreamCamper? Not
so much.

A DREAM
(CAMPER)
COME TRUE
At CityKidz, we’re no stranger to
miracles. They come in all shapes, sizes
and hues of love, joy and generosity. And
they happen with improbable frequency
during the Christmas season.
One of these miracles happened when
one of our route captains, Nicole, was
selecting gifts for the kids on her route.

Craig and Coleen first learned
about CityKidz through a friend
and were immediately motivated
to put their big hearts into action.

Some kids’ requests were quite broad:
Lego, baby dolls, train sets. Other
wishes included details like the brand
of dinosaur figurine they wanted or the
species of a desired stuffed animal.

“We see that CityKidz works
so to us, giving makes sense,”
says Craig, “we consider it a
responsibility to invest in our
community and we want to make
a worthy difference.”

Thanks to the incredible toy donations
from generous folks in the community,
Nicole was able to match the exact
toys on each child’s wish list. Until she
reached Alanna’s.

Over the last 15 years, their
financial support and advocacy
has helped to shine light into
thousands of children’s lives.

Sitting right at the top of the nineyear-old’s wish list was a Barbie 3-in1
DreamCamper.

Thank you so much to Craig and
Coleen for believing and investing
in your community.

“I didn’t even know these toys made
it through the 80s,” laughs Nicole,
remembering her reaction to seeing
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Nicole brought her concern to our Toy
Store team, and they assured her that
there were several large toy drives
scheduled to arrive shortly and that they
would check the incoming collection for
the DreamCamper.
So, Nicole returned to selecting gifts for
the other kids on her route hoping a pink
camper would turn up. Miraculously,
mere minutes later, one did. Nicole could
hardly believer her luck.
“God orchestrated every detail in this
coming in just the Saint Nick of time,”
says Nicole, reflecting on the toy’s
serendipitous arrival.
But Nicole’s excitement for the
DreamCamper was easily dwarfed by
Alanna’s own joy when she opened it on
Christmas day.
“I was shocked!” recounts Alanna. “I
didn’t think I was getting it.”
“She’s been wanting that camper for
years,” says Alanna’s mom. “She was
really excited.”
Thank you so much to everyone who
came together to bring the miracle and
wonder of Christmas to life for countless
children like Alanna. Thank you for filling
their hearts with hope and their spirits
with joy.

faith
hope

love
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joy

children’s siblings.
Having never seen these girls we asked
about them. Amal’s answer broke our
hearts. Sireen and Sama were her
daughters. They were in Palestine with
their father, unable to get visas. Amal
was hopeful that they would all be able
to join her soon.

HOME FOR
CHRISTMAS
“Sometimes I’m afraid when I wake up
that it won’t be real,” says Amal. “My
daughters say that they will pinch me
to show that they are really here.”
It may sound like a gentle joke on the
part of Amal’s daughters, but it’s also a
practical method for proving that they
really are here, in Hamilton, in the same
home as their mother – something that,
for too many years, was only a dream.

With our fingers crossed for the family’s
reunification we delivered three small
stacks of gifts that December. Sadly,
Christmas came and went and Sireen
and Sama remained in Palestine.
Another year, and another Christmas
passed, and still the family remained
separated.
Then, this October, as we were handing
Sameer a blank wish list, Amal spoke,
“You know, I have saved the gifts for
my daughters that you got us. I sent
them a photo and said that they were
waiting for them here for when they
come.”
“Do you think they will be coming
soon?” we asked.

We first learned about this dream a few
years ago, when Amal’s son, Sameer,
joined our KinderKidz program. They
had recently arrived in Canada and
got connected to CityKidz through
neighbours.

She did. Their visas were finally being
processed. When we came by a few
weeks later, Amal gave us an update:

We started connecting with Amal and
Sameer through weekly home visits.
Bit by bit, we got to know the small
family. Then, in October, 2019 we
learned something big.

The family was reunited in November
and, a little over a month later, thanks
to the incredible generosity of the
CityKidz community, we were able
to deliver an abundance of gifts –
including backpacks, school supplies,
skateboards and board games – to
celebrate Sama and Sireen’s first
Christmas in Canada and to welcome
them into the CityKidz family.

As Sameer handed us his Christmas
wish list, we noticed two additional
names, Sama and Sireen, at the
bottom of the page where there is
space to add the names and wishes of

“They are in the air right now! I will see
them tomorrow!”
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GIFT OF
CHRISTMAS
BY THE
NUMBERS
Here are just some of the
highlights:

7,662
Toys distributed to
Hamilton Children

676
Families received a special
package for Christmas Eve

676
Family Meal Kits distributed

213
Youth received a hoodie
and a snack pack

128
Volunteers assisted during the
Gift of Christmas season

VOLUNTEER
WITH US

good scooter to help with my scooter
career when I’m older. Please and thank
you.
From Harley

A SCOOTER
FOR THE
FUTURE
“The spark that was passed to me,
I want to pass that on to the youth
and see that flame take hold. I
want them to see the bright light
they have so they can share with
others. They’re little leaders in the
making. They have a lot in them
and we just have to give them the
space to shine.”
Tania
Youth Mentor

Youth mentors see the incredible
talent and potential in our youth
– sometimes better than the
youth see this in themselves –
and help them bring it out. Our
youth mentors offer wisdom and
support and impart practical life
skills to help resilient teens realize
their dreams.
Join our team of youth mentors or
consider volunteering by:
Driving a Bus
Helping with administration work
Supporting our Home Visits
For mor info or to volunteer:
volunteer@citykidz.ca
905-544-3996 x 225

On any given day during the summer,
you could find Harley zipping around
her townhouse complex on her scooter.
She’d put the beat-up two-wheeler
through its paces with breakneck speed
as she’d twirl and hop and jump up and
down curbs. She was fearless and she
was focused. With bold determination
she pushed her increasingly creaky
scooter to its limits.
Given Harley’s scootering zeal all
through the summer and fall, her route
captain, Kat, was hardly surprised that
Harley’s Christmas wish was for a
new scooter. But Harley hadn’t simply
listed ‘scooter’ along with other toy
requests. She had carefully described
the exact make and model of the
scooter she wanted and attached a
very compelling note explaining why it
was so important to her. The note read:
To Kat
I love scootering because it helps me
calm down when I’m mad or upset. It
keeps me out of trouble because I can
ride my scooter instead of doing bad
things like some kids. I want to have a
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When Kat arrived at CityKidz to select
gifts for her route, she immediately
took stock of the scooter selection.
While a few had been donated, none of
them matched Harley’s request.
Always a fierce advocate for the kids on
her route, Kat sprang into action. She
connected with the CityKidz team and
explained the importance of acquiring
this specific scooter. After hearing
Kat’s story, one of our staff reached
out to a supporter to see if he would be
willing to help Harley’s scooter career
along.
He was and he immediately went
online to place the order.
Harley opened her gift on Christmas
day, and we got to hear all about it
soon after.
“The deck’s bigger, there’s more
grip tape… it also looks cooler,”
Harley shared, explaining the vast
improvements in ride quality and
aesthetic design compared to the
worn-out ride it had replaced.
Harley hasn’t wasted any time in
breaking in her new set of wheels.
Despite the winter chill, she’s already
been out rolling, jumping and working
on mastering a new move called a
tailwhip.
“She’s on it constantly,” affirms Harley’s
mom, Renee. “She loves it. Thank you
so much!”

WHEN WE CAN DEPEND ON YOU,
OUR KIDS CAN DEPEND ON US.

BECOME A
MONTHLY DONOR.
Join our Community of Hope to
transform lives, one child at a time.
Learn more at citykidz.ca
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Disclaimer
Some names and photographs may have
been changed to protect the privacy of our
children and their families.

